ONCE UPON A TIME CONTINUES

Once Upon a Time, a Strawbridge Art League juried exhibit that reflects the whimsy of fairy tales, will continue in the library through December. The winner of the Viewers’ Choice award, given at the October 12th opening reception, was White Rabbit by Elizabeth Kaufmann. Enhancing the media, which range from pencil to oils to three-dimensional pieces, is a book collection of personal favorites of library personnel.

LIBRARY DISPLAY

Continuing in the library is Edmund Skellings, Poet of Technology, an ongoing display that features inspiring memorabilia and publications of the late Dr. Edmund Skellings. The exhibit’s online counterpart, available at http://lib.fit.edu/library-displays/201202.php, includes an interview with Evans Library Archive Manager Diane Newman, a longtime friend and colleague of Dr. Skellings, as well as moving selections read by this former Poet Laureate of Florida.